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Food and health toolkit 

Ready...steady...
soup ideas

Soup ideas
Soup is not only quick 
and easy to make but 
can be very cheap.
Making a pot of soup is 
an ideal group activity 
which can be used to 
encourage individuals 
to try different 
ingredients and demonstrates that by using a 
few basic principles there is no need to follow a 
recipe.

Equipment
You will need suitably sized saucepans, 
wooden spoons, chopping boards, graters and 
small vegetable knives and peelers. Packets 
of disposable spoons are handy to encourage 
tasting among a group and encourage good 
food hygiene practice.
Stick blenders are very useful. Pureeing soups 
can often be a simple method of encouraging 
individuals to try vegetables for the first time 
(especially useful for families and young 
children).

Basic soup principle
Start by gently cooking some chopped •	
onion using one tablespoon of vegetable 
oil over a low heat for a few minutes, being 
careful not to brown onions. 

Add peeled and chopped vegetables of •	
choice, cook for a few minutes then cover 
with vegetable stock made with boiling 
water and stock cubes /bouillon as directed 
on packet.

Cover saucepan and simmer gently until all •	
vegetables are soft (about 20 minutes).

If pureeing soup with hand held blender •	
allow to cool a little first

Do not add  any extra salt as this is already •	
present in stock cubes/bouillon 

Black pepper can be used for seasoning •	
together with dried or fresh herbs such as 
parsley.

Please note: The healthy living method means 
that instead of cooking the chopped onions 
in a little oil you would just add the chopped 
onions and chopped vegetables to the 
saucepan with the stock.

How much do you need?
As a rough guide use

1 part chopped onion•	

3 parts chopped vegetables•	

4 parts stock•	



Suggestions
Carrots •	

Parsnips (parsnip and apple make a good •	
combination – try adding pinch of curry 
powder to taste )

Cauliflower•	

Leek and potato•	

Mushrooms  (try a little garlic and dash of •	
soya sauce )

Carrot, swede, canned    •	
chopped tomatoes

Broccoli•	

Canned chopped tomatoes, leeks•	

Frozen vegetables•	

Celery•	

Extra items: offer a choice 
Dried pasta•	

Dried lentils•	

Spices such as curry /chilli powder. Try •	
mixing a little of the soup separately with 
the spice first and then taste

Dried herbs•	

Tomato puree•	

Canned  chopped tomatoes•	

Canned beans - for example: cannellini, •	
borlotti 

For convenience
Try using different canned soups as a base. 
adding whatever extra vegetables or pasta you 
have to hand.

‘Ready steady soup’ - an idea for 
a fun group activity 
Depending on numbers taking part, make 
up a number of soup bags all with different 
combinations of ingredients.
Lay them out on a table in front of the group 
and have another section with common extra 
items.

Have individuals select a bag and to make soup 
with given ingredients.

Idea 1
Have the bags numbered and then ask 
questions (based on healthy eating, for 
example). The first one to answer right gets 
first choice of the bags, and so on 

Idea 2
Allocate bags by drawing out numbers from a 
hat

Idea 3
Have a question linked to a particular soup bag 
that the individual has requested.

Advantages
Allows clients to make and try a variety of 
different soups in one session.
Remember to give individuals several 
disposable spoons and encourage tasting of 
each other’s soup.


